Once upon a time, there was a bad princess. The Dragon Series.
In a Crow tribe in Idaho, a twelve year old girl named Celou proves to her people that she is not an outsider.

One day Celou's mom and two brothers are captured by the Crow Indians. Her father is away fur trapping, so it's up to her to save her family. Celou has long black hair, and she wears a brown deer skin dress, and rabbit fur moccasins. She has a horse which she rides on the voyage to save her family.

Celou is one with the earth, she is kind to anything and everything. She is only afraid of poisonous snakes and spiders.

Mu'mbic is Celou's brother. He was captured along with Celou's other brother, mother, and some horses, by Crow Indians. Mu'mbic was on Celou's back when Celou ran from the Crow Indian, and Mu'mbic started crying when Celou got away from ear shot. Celou knew that if she was willing to have herself found and turned into a Crow Indian that she would have to have leave him. So he was captured.

Mu'mbic is half Shoshone and half American. He wears nothing but diapers, he gets from his father, who is a French fur trapper.

Treasures in the Dust
By Tracy

Annie lives in Oklahoma were dust is part of Annie's every day life. She wants to be an archeologist, so dust storms don't bother her so much. Annie's family are lucky they have a coop full of chickens, and the only horse for miles that hasn't died. Annie is eleven with short brown hair. Annie is a good student, and is best friends with Violet, a girl her age who wants to be an actress. She is always making up games unlike Annie who is always serious.

Take one bored princess. Make her the seventh daughter in a very proper royal family. Have her run away. Add one powerful, fascinating, dangerous dragon.

Princess Cimerone is beautiful, but in her own way. Her six older sisters have long blonde hair and blue eyes. She has jet-black hair and brown eyes.

But despite the fact that girls in the kingdom are supposed to be afraid of dragons, Cimerone is much more interested in dragons themselves than when to scream properly if she's carried off. So when she runs away, everyone knows where she'll go. And so it's no surprise when she goes to live with the dragons.

In a Crow tribe in Idaho, a man named Red Fringe lives in a teepee. It is colorfully hand painted with berries juices of all different kinds of berries, such as cranberries, and black raspberry juice. This is usually done by the women.

Red Fringe wears a deer skin shirt and deer skin pants. He wears hawk feathers on the back of his head. When Red Fringe goes to capture people or fight for food or land he wears red war paint on the upper part of his face and two strokes on his cheek bones. He captured Celou’s mom and two brothers.

Roan is Celou’s horse. He is all tan, and his mane is light tan. Roan spends most of his day eating grass and carrying people on his back. Roan is the strongest of her family’s horses, so he is ridden the most on long journeys, even though Roan is Celou’s horse. Roan is a very brave horse, except when it comes to warriors; then he breaks in to a run even on rough ground. Roan can outrun any horse any time.